[25 & 26 geo. 5.]    Government of India Act, 1935.    [OH. 41]
18.	To  each Governor's Province and  Chief Commissioner's A.D. 193B,
Province specified in the first column of the Table there shall be
allotted the number of seats specified in the second column opposite
to that Province, and of those seats—
(i) the number specified in the third column shall be general
seats, of which the number specified in the fourth column
shall be reserved for members of the scheduled castes ;
(ii) the numbers specified in the nest eight columns shall
be the numbers of seats to be filled respectively by
persons chosen to represent (a) the Sikh community ;
(6) the Muhammadan community ; (c) the Anglo-Indian
community; (d) the European community; (e) the
Indian Christian community; (/) the interests of com-
merce and industry; (g) landholders; and (h) the
interests of labour ; and
(iii) the number specified in the thirteenth column shall be
the number of seats reserved to women.
There shall also be in the Federal Assembly four seats not
allotted to any Province, of which three shall be seats to be filled
by representatives of commerce and industry and one shall be a
seat to be filled by a representative of labour.
19.	Subject to the provisions of the next succeeding paragraph,
persons to fill the seats in the Federal Assembly  allotted   to   a
Governor's Province as general seats, Sikh seats or Muhammadan
seats shall be chosen by electorates consisting of such of the members
of the Legislative Assembly of the Province as hold therein general
seats, Sikh seats or Muhammadan seats respectively, voting in the
case of a general election in accordance with the principle of propor-
tional representation by means of the single transferable vote :
Provided that in the North-West Frontier Province the holders
of Sikh seats9 and in any Province in which seats are reserved for
representatives of backward areas or backward tribes the holders of
those seats, shall, for the purposes of this paragraph, be deemed to
hold general seats.
• 20. The provisions of this paragraph shall have effect with
respect to the general seats reserved in any Governor's Province for
members of the scheduled castes :—
For the purposes of a general election of members of the Federal
Assembly,—
(a) there shall be a primary electorate consisting of all persons
who were successful candidates at the primary elections
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